Argumentative Essay Titles Examples

- The importance of family ties
- Prostitution should never be legalized
- The Trojan Horse: A closer look at the event
- It is just a painting: When art matters
- The drinking age should be higher
- No point in sentencing imprisoned juveniles
- Gun ownership made legal to protect our lives
- Cameras in public places: security measure or violation of privacy?
- Why is cosmetic surgery a threat to modern teens?
- Why a physician-assisted suicide (euthanasia) is unethical?

Persuasive Essay Titles Examples

- Atheists as the most adequate religion
- When sorrow feels better than excitement
- Adventures of an introvert: It is better off alone than with other people
- A tale of love and allergies: Reasons to avoid flowers in spring
- Never judge an employee by its tattoos
- Dreamers have a right to stay in the US
- Heinous crimes deserve nothing but a death penalty
- How schools can use video games in the learning process
- It is time for the women to start wearing less-revealing clothing to curb men’s catcalling
- Hiring a candidate who smokes: pros and cons
English Essay Titles Examples

- The day I left my childhood behind
- The power of music: The way heavy metal changed my life
- Why Buffy the vampire slayer is my hero
- The appropriate age to start discussing sex
- Would children be better off alone when being paid for the grades?
- What is the true age of a personal computer?
- Which parenting styles work?
- Various dialects of English language: The bridge between different worlds
- The impact of same-sex couples on the modern world
- Instagram: A breakthrough in social media